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a b s t r a c t

Recently, vehicular communication systems have attracted much attention, fueled largely
by the growing interest in Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS). These systems are
aimed at addressing critical issues like passenger safety and traffic congestion, by integrat-
ing information and communication technologies into transportation infrastructure and
vehicles. They are built on top of self organizing networks, known as a Vehicular Ad hoc Net-
works (VANET), composed of mobile vehicles connected by wireless links. While the solu-
tions based on the traditional layered communication system architectures such as OSI
model are readily applicable, they often fail to address the fundamental problems in ad
hoc networks, such as dynamic changes in the network topology. Furthermore, many ITS
applications impose stringent QoS requirements, which are not met by existing ad hoc net-
working solutions. The paradigm of cross-layer design has been introduced as an alterna-
tive to pure layered design to develop communication protocols. Cross-layer design allows
information to be exchanged and shared across layer boundaries in order to enable efficient
and robust protocols. There has been several research efforts that validated the importance
of cross-layer design in vehicular networks. In this article, a survey of recent work on cross-
layer communication solutions for VANETs is presented. Major approaches to cross-layer
protocol design is introduced, followed by an overview of corresponding cross-layer proto-
cols. Finally, open research problems in developing efficient cross-layer protocols for next
generation transportation systems are discussed.

� 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In recent years, the number of motorists has been
increasing drastically due to rapid urbanization. Critical
traffic problems such as accidents and traffic congestion
require the development of new transportation systems.
The Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) are the inte-
gration of telecommunication and information technolo-
gies into transportation systems to improve the safety
and efficiency of transportation systems [1]. The main tar-
get of ITS is safety-related applications such as an emer-
gency warning system which provides warning messages
to vehicles in the affected area. Other informative and
. All rights reserved.
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traveler-oriented applications include the electronic traffic
information, electronic toll collection, etc.

To cater to a wide class of applications, ITS supports two
types of wireless communication: long-range and short-
range. The long-range communication mainly relies on
the existing infrastructure networks such as cellular net-
works. The short-range communication, on the other hand,
is based on emerging technologies such as 802.11 variants,
and form mobile ad hoc networks comprised of mobile
vehicles and stationary roadside equipments. The resulting
network is referred to as Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks
(VANETs).

VANETs support two types of communication: vehicle-
to-vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I). While
V2V deals with communication among vehicles them-
selves, V2I is concerned about transmitting information
between a vehicle and the fixed infrastructure that is
ss-layer design for VANETs, Ad Hoc Netw. (2011), doi:10.1016/
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installed along the road. Such infrastructure may include
gateways or base stations, and they provide services such
as Internet access in VANETs. Vehicular networks share a
number of similarities with MANETs in terms of self-orga-
nization, self-management, and low bandwidth. However
unlike in MANETs, the network topology in vehicular net-
works is highly dynamic due to fast movement of vehicles
and the topology is often constrained by the road structure.
Furthermore, vehicles are likely to encounter a lot of obsta-
cles such as traffic lights, buildings, or trees, resulting in
poor channel quality and connectivity. Therefore, protocols
developed for traditional MANETs fail to provide reliable,
high throughput, and low latency performance in VANETs.
Thus, there is a pressing need for effective protocols that
take the specific characteristics of vehicular networks into
account.

A major setback in applying MANET protocols to VA-
NETS is the ability to adapt to conditions such as frequent
topological changes. This adaptability issue is primarily
due to the fact that MANET protocols are designed based
Table 1
Summary table.

Protocol Objective Summ

Sections 4, 5
[3] Improve link layer communication Packet

SNR-tr
SoftRate [4] Improve link layer communication BER-es
VFHS-MMR [5] Minimize handover delay Relay
802.11e+ [6] Improve link layer communication Transm

packet
TDMA/TDD+ [8] Improve link layer communication Transm
DFAv [9] Improve Fairness Transm
RPB-MACn [10] Reduce packet collision Transm

multip
LRT [11] Maintain path connectivity Link li
SBRS-OLSR [12] Maintain path connectivity Relay

Section 6
MOPR [13] Discover most stable routes AODV
R-AOMDV [14] Communicate over minimum delay

paths
Using
count

PROMPT [16] Communicate over minimum delay
paths

Distan

[17] Discover most stable routes Route
CVIA [19] Collision avoidance Segme
CCBF [20] Collision avoidance Cluste
DBAMAC [21] Minimize broadcast delay Cluste
DeReHQ [22] Discover most stable routes Path se
[23] Minimize broadcast overhead Packet

contro
CVIA-QoS [24] Provide service garuntees Packet
UMB/AMB [25,26] Avoid flooding problem 802.11

gatew
802.11+ [27] Avoid flooding problem 802.11

Sections 7–10
TCTC [29] Maximize throughput, minimize end-

to-end delay
Transm

[30] Maintain path connectivity Link fa
ATCP [31] Maintain path connectivity Link fa
VTP [32] Maintain path connectivity Link fa
[34] Maximize throughput Adapt
OC-MAC [36] Maximize throughput Maxim
DRCV [37] Maximize throughput Light w
[38,39] Maximize throughput Transm
Cabernet [40] Reduce connection time to BS QuickW
MCTP [41] Maximize throughput Link fa
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on the standard OSI model of layered network stack archi-
tecture. They follow a divide-and-conquer approach to
facilitate the interoperability among different computer
systems. Such an architecture offers simplicity and modu-
larity where the functionality of one layer is completely
transparent from other layers. However, such a strict-lay-
ered architecture is not flexible enough to adequately sup-
port the needs of wireless communication in highly
dynamic vehicular networks.

The wireless communication in VANETs is inherently
error-prone, and suffers from issues like noise, path loss
and interference as in MANETs. In addition, VANETs must
deal with vehicle high mobility and frequent route disrup-
tions. Effective handling of these issues require an informa-
tion exchange among layers so that one can jointly
optimize different layers to achieve better throughput
and good transmission latency. For example, routing proto-
cols can leverage the information obtained from physical
and MAC layers such as noise and interference levels to
discover stable and best possible routes to the destination.
ary Cross-layer approach

loss triggered rate adaptation M1-observation table
iggered rate adaptation M1-via control messages
timated rate adaptation M1-SoftPHY interface

selection M1-via NTM message
ission range adaptation and QoS

-based prioritization
M1-neighbor information

ission power adaptation M1-neighbor information
ission power adaptation M1-neighbor information table
ission power adaptation of

le channels
M1-neighbor information

fe-time prediction M1-packet-based information
selection based on SNR values M1-neighbor information

-based method M1-neighbor information
hop count and retransmission M1-via RREQ/RREP packets

ce-location relay node selection M3-design coupling

life-time prediction M1-route information
nt-based packet forwarding M3-design coupling
r-based packet forwarding M3-design coupling
r-based solution M3-design coupling
lection based on QoS parameters M4-path selection policy
prioritization and queuing

l
M4-benefit policy

prioritize scheduling M3-design coupling
-based receiver contention with

ays
M3-design coupling

-based receiver contention M2-design merging

ission rate estimation M1-packet-based information

ilures vs. network congestions M1-via ELFN messages
ilures vs. network congestions M1-via ECN-ICMP messages
ilures vs. network congestions M1-packet-based information

ation of beaconing interval M1-neighbor information
ize path utility function M4-via JOC
eight congestion control M1-channel monitoring
ission power adaptation M1-neighbor information
iFi connection process M2-combined functionalities

ilures vs. network congestions M1-via ECN-ICMP messages
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The so-called cross-layer design has gained popularity in
wireless networks due to its high performance, especially
in delivering QoS support for real-time applications. In this
article, we first present the overview of cross-layer design
strategies and challenges associated with them. Next, we
explore different cross-layer schemes in VANETs and their
implementations. We concentrate on the challenges posed
by vehicular networks and discuss how cross-layer solu-
tions address these challenges to improve the overall sys-
tem performance. At the end of the article, we
summarize the cross-layer design approaches as shown
in Table 1. We finally conclude this article by discussing
important open problems, and avenues for continued
research.

2. Overview of cross-layer design approaches

There have been a large number of proposals for cross-
layer design in wireless networks. However, the definition
of ‘‘cross-layer’’ is often ambiguous and inconsistent due to
many interpretations. At a high-level, the cross-layer de-
sign refers to a protocol design that exploits the depen-
dency between protocol layers to achieve desirable
performance gains. The designs can be classified based on
how the information is exchanged between layers. In [2],
authors showed that cross-layer optimization can be done
via four different approaches. The pictorial demonstration
of these approaches is shown in Fig. 1, and we briefly pres-
ent their details below.

1. M1: Information flow with new interfaces: In a traditional
layered structure, protocols in each layer operate in a
modular fashion to optimize their own set of variables.
In contrast, this class of cross-layer designs promote
the information flow between layers via specialized
interfaces. Information obtained from other layers
offers useful knowledge on network status and commu-
nication characteristics, which can then be exploited in
better decision making, in adjusting parameters, etc.
The information flow interface can be accomplished
through additional database that is shared among
(a) (b)
Fig. 1. Cross-layer design approaches [2] – (a) M1:information flow with new
without new interfaces, and (d) M4: vertical calibration across layers.
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layers, or through notification fields inside packets,
which are passed between layers.

2. M2: Merging of adjacent layers: According to this strat-
egy, the service and functionalities of adjacent layers
are combined to form a single layer called superlayer.
Since the layers are combined, joint optimization can
be done directly on the superlayer as if we are building
a single large uniform protocol. Evidently, this method
does not require any additional interfaces. However,
this approach is extreme and it uncommon due to the
complexity it brings in to the superlayer. Also, this
approach may have severe impact on maintenance
and system stability.

3. M3: Design coupling without new interfaces: In this strat-
egy, multiple layers are designed in a collaborative
manner. We design one layer by looking at the func-
tionality in another layer, thereby creating a depen-
dency even at the time of designing. The referenced
layer is called fixed layer (FL) and the other layer is
called designed layer (DL). Since DL is built based on
FL, there is no need for an explicit interface between
them. For example, if the PHY layer is capable of multi-
ple packet reception, then the MAC layer must be
adjusted accordingly. In this particular case, PHY layer
is the FL whereas MAC layer is the DL. Note that, any
change in FL must be followed with an equivalent
change in DL.

4. M4: Vertical calibration across layers: This strategy refers
to adjusting parameters that span multiple layers in the
stack. Since the performance seen at the level of appli-
cation depends on the parameter settings of all down-
stream layers, it is often desirable to jointly optimize
the parameters from all downstream layers. Such a
method achieves better performance when compared
to a method that tunes the parameters in each layer
independently. The joint optimization can either be
static i.e., performed at design time or dynamic i.e., per-
formed at run-time. Dynamic optimization is evidently
more complex and it requires constant information
update across layers to ensure accuracy. Algorithms
that fall into this category often maintains a database
(c) (d)
interfaces, (b) M2: merging of adjacent layers, (c) M3: design coupling
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or a repository to store the information that is shared
among layers.

From this high-level classification of various design
strategies, it is apparent that implementation of cross-
layer protocols may require additional processing or stor-
age capabilities. Unlike other ad hoc networks, vehicles
can afford to carry high performance processing units,
can potentially host large memory space, and are con-
nected to virtually unlimited power sources. Thus, there
is a high scope for future research in cross-layer protocols
for VANETs. In the rest of this article, we discuss various
existing protocols, and we connect them to the above-de-
scribed four design strategies. A summary can be found
in Table 1.
3. Cross-layer design challenges

The challenges that a designer would face while devel-
oping cross-layer protocols for vehicular networks are as
follows: deciding the list of layers that need to be included
in cross-layer optimizations, and determining the best
strategy under a given set of performance requirements.
The chosen strategy must also be able to deal with inher-
ent performance bottlenecks related to wireless communi-
cation in VANETs.
3.1. Requirement analysis

Prior to the development of any cross-layer system, one
must take the necessary requirements into consideration.
The set of requirements can be of two primary types –
application-oriented and performance-oriented. The for-
mer type is based on the needs of end-applications. For in-
stance, safety-related applications require fast, reliable
broadcast communication; and multimedia applications
require adjustable QoS service and reliable point-to-point
communication. On the other hand, performance-oriented
requirements are typically set by system-wide objectives.
An example of such an objective is to design a system that
improves the success rate in link layer communication by
allowing vehicles to adjust their transmission power adap-
tively. Such an objective can further be broken down into
constraints like delay minimization and throughput
maximization.

Given the list of objectives, the challenge in traditional
layered protocol design is to decide the strategies that
need to be implemented in every layer. In case of cross-lay-
ered design, one must also decide the list of layers over
which the cross-layer optimization is performed. For
example, safety-related applications demand a fast and
reliable broadcasting mechanism for emergency messages.
Such a requirement would require some form of cross-
layer treatment between MAC and network layers. On
the other hand, multimedia applications that require effec-
tive TCP flow control must be implemented via cross-layer
optimization among transport layer and other lower lay-
ers. As we identify the list of layers that need to be opti-
mized for a given set of requirements, one must also
focus on performance, implementation cost, and design
Please cite this article in press as: B. Jarupan, E. Ekici, A survey of cro
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complexity. While the performance of cross-layer solutions
must be better than pure layered protocols, the design
complexity and implementation cost must be small.
Including more number of layers in cross-layer design
may improve the performance, but it may also increase
the complexity and implementation cost of the solution.

3.2. Implementation strategy

Once the layers that must be optimized are determined,
the next challenge is to find an appropriate strategy to
implement the optimization. Current research in cross-
layer protocols offer four different methods as presented
in Section 2. The exact choice among these alternatives
can be made by considering the following factors:

– Amount of change from traditional layered design: Out of
all four strategies, M1 requires minimum modification
to classic layered design as they rely on simple informa-
tion sharing between layers. Appropriate interface such
as a database is added to facilitate such an exchange of
information. When compared to M1, other strategies
that rely on M2 and M3 require a higher degree of mod-
ification to existing layered approaches. They require
additional functionalities to be built into existing layers,
and they demand more closer interactions between lay-
ers. The cross-layer design strategy M4, on the other
hand, is similar to M1 as it requires all layers to collect
and share information. Examples of such information
include channel condition at physical layer, packet load
condition at MAC layer, and network conditions at net-
work layer.

– Implementation cost and extensibility: Designers must
focus on protocols that have minimal implementation
cost and those that are easily extendible with more
advanced features. The tighter the integration between
layers, the harder it would be to extend them. For
example, interface-based strategies involve simple data
structures that are shared between layers and hence
they are easy to extend when compared to more
involved strategies such as design coupling. On the
other hand, the design coupling solutions typically have
minimal implementation and communication cost since
there is no need for additional interface between the
layers. One must carefully analyze the impact of these
different strategies before deciding on a particular
method to implement the cross-layer protocol.

3.3. VANET specific constraints

Apart from above-mentioned issues, cross-layer proto-
col designs must also address the fundamental prob-
lems in VANETs such as high vehicular mobility,
constant topological changes, error-prone wireless
channel, and limited channel bandwidth. New cross-
layer designs must handle these challenges much more
efficiently when compared to traditional layered
protocols.

In this article, we summarize the research that has been
done so far in designing cross-layer solutions for VANETs.
ss-layer design for VANETs, Ad Hoc Netw. (2011), doi:10.1016/
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We categorize existing work into different sections based
on the type of interactions that the protocols demand.
4. Cross-layer design for PHY-MAC layers

Physical layer (PHY) links several vehicles within the
transmission range through the wireless channel. Wireless
communication at PHY layer in VANETs is severely affected
by time and space varying channel properties due to the
vehicle movement and environmental obstacles. Thus,
many cross-layer solutions provide ability for PHY layer
to observe the channel condition and to opportunistically
transmit messages when current channel condition is
good. The channel condition not only affects the transmit-
ting ability but it is also affects the receiving ability of vehi-
cles. Thus there are number of existing solutions that are
based on signal strength measuring at the receivers. In this
section, we discussed some of existing solutions regarding
to the PHY layer parameters such as transmission rate,
transmission channel, or transmission power.
4.1. Transmission rate adaptation

Transmission rate adaptation is the ability to adjust the
modulation rate at which packets are transmitted accord-
ing to the observed channel qualities such as signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) and packet loss rate. Since both over-selec-
tion and under-selection of the modulation rate can se-
verely affect the communication performance, the
feedback information of channel condition is useful to im-
prove the performance. The typical control flow in this
type of solutions consists of three main steps: choose ini-
tial values of target parameters; observe the system condi-
tion; and adjust the parameters accordingly. The cross-
layer solutions in this section are mainly based on the
information flow between MAC layer and PHY layer.

Camp and Knightly investigated cross-layer designs for
modulation rate adaptation in vehicular networks targeted
at urban and downtown environments [3]. Their work in-
volves high-level interaction between the MAC and physi-
cal layers. Through extensive evaluations, they have
studied two protocols for rate adaptation which are Loss-
triggered and SNR-triggered under a variety of channel
conditions.

According to the loss-triggered protocol, the transmitters
determine the packet loss rate by simply monitoring the
frame receptions of the packet transmission in MAC layer.
If an ACK is received before the timeout event then the
transmission is considered to be successful. The occurrence
of timeout in MAC protocol during transmission indicates
that the packet delivery process is failed. Such results of
packet delivery are collected into the database that is
shared between MAC and PHY layers. Each node then
determines an appropriate modulation rate by following
one of the two mechanisms: consecutive-packet decision
loss-triggered rate adaptation; or historical-decision loss-trig-
gered rate adaptation.

In the consecutive-packet decision mechanism, the
modulation rate is adapted using the sequential rate step-
ping based on either consecutive successes and failures.
Please cite this article in press as: B. Jarupan, E. Ekici, A survey of cro
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The transmitter increases the transmission rate after a
number of consecutive successful transmissions and de-
creases the rate after observing several consecutive fail-
ures. On the other hand, the historical-decision
adaptation observes the performance of packet delivery
over a period of time. Based on the observed results, the
decision to increase or decrease the transmission rate is ta-
ken by the transmitting vehicle. While the first mechanism
is entirely based on current activities, the second one takes
the historical information into account.

Note that in loss-triggered protocols, the rate adapta-
tion is completely taken care by the transmitter vehicle.
In contrast, SNR-triggered protocol offloads this duty to
the receiver vehicle. The receiver determines the modula-
tion rate by monitoring the signal strength of control mes-
sages during RTS/CTS MAC contention process. While
receiving a RTS packet, the receiver measures SNR value
and passes the estimated rate to the transmitter as part
of the CTS packet. To further improve the success percent-
age, the transmitter can send multiple data packets when
the modulation rate is found to be higher than the base va-
lue. The multiple data packets are sent back-to-back at the
same rate without additional RTS/CTS handshake. This pro-
cess is called SNR-triggered with equal air time. To ensure
the accuracy of the SNR results, the observation between
MAC and PHY layers is updated per-packet evaluations.

The experiments of both loss-triggered and SNR-trig-
gered protocols are performed on diverse channel operat-
ing conditions including fast-fading, multi-path, and
interference, and on heterogeneous links. The authors
found that in fast-fading environment conditions, the
loss-triggered protocols underselect the modulation rate.
This is due to the delay in decision process since loss-trig-
gered protocol monitors only the consecutive transmis-
sions before making the decision. While SNR-triggered
protocols overselect from the ideal rate due to coherence
time sensitivity. The problem of over-selection by SNR-
triggered protocol can be addressed by using ‘‘in situ’’
training. Training here refers to obtaining SNR and modu-
ration rate profile in various operating environments.
Overall, such training helps SNR-based protocol to achieve
higher throughput when compared to loss-triggered proto-
col in many areas including ability to track mobility of
vehicular clients; ability to adapt the modulation rate
accurately within interference-prone outdoor environ-
ments; and ability to balance resource sharing with heter-
ogeneous links.

Vutukuru et al. argued that such a SNR-based protocol
in [3] requires exhaustive training in each operating envi-
ronment. To avoid such an extensive analysis, they pro-
posed a bit rate adaptation protocol called SoftRate [4].
The receivers use confidence information calculated from
the physical layer that is exported to higher layers via an
interface called the SoftPHY interface as shown in Fig. 2.
SoftPHY estimates the channel bit-error rate (BER) upon
receiving a packet frame. This per-bit confidence informa-
tion is called SoftPHY hints which is the value that can be
obtained from the physical layer by using log-likelihood
ratio mechanism.

However the bit-error rate that is calculated from Soft-
PHY hints usually includes the interference errors caused
ss-layer design for VANETs, Ad Hoc Netw. (2011), doi:10.1016/
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by packet collisions. To be able to accurately estimate the
interference-free channel errors, the SoftRate receiver uses
a heuristic to separate out errors caused by strong interfer-
ers. The receiver then inserts this feedback information to
the sender in ACK packet. Once the sender receives the
estimated BER values from the receiver, it selects the best
transmission bit-rate to send the next frame. This frame-
based response is shown to yield higher system through-
put when compared to SNR-based protocols. The authors
suggest that BER is a sufficient statistic to predict the
throughput and it gives a good response time to reflect
the current channel conditions. SoftRate also outperforms
the trained SNR-triggered of Camp and Knightly [3] when
they are evaluated fading conditions based on vehicular
speeds. However, this method requires more elaborate
changes in the hardware implementation than competing
loss-triggered and SNR-triggered protocols. In addition,
both SNR-triggered and SoftRate protocols are highly
dependent on the accuracy of signal measurement and
they suffer from the overhead of passing the information
from the receiver to the transmitter.

4.2. Channel selection

In vehicular networks, vehicle mobility is often re-
stricted by the underlying road network topology, espe-
cially on highways. Due to this spatial relation of vehicles
on the roads, multi-hop packet forwarding is one of the
promising solution that a vehicle can use to communicate
with other vehicles and infrastructure elements that are
outside its immediate transmission range. For example, a
vehicle can forward its packets toward a base station to
gain an internet access even while it is driving away from
the base station. Chiu et al. investigated a relay node for-
warding protocol on freeways that uses WiMax (802.16)
Mobile Multi-hop Relay (MMR) [5]. Since WiMax has long
communication range upto 50 km (30 miles) and speed
upto 1 Gbps, vehicles with WiMax can potentially act as
Relay Vehicles (RVs) where they can help forwarding the
packets to longer ranges with a small delay. Such a solution
is less expensive than other methods like deploying more
base stations along the road. Since WiMax may not be
available for all vehicles, special vehicles such as buses or
trucks can be used as RVs. RVs have full power to support
communication and mobility management of their neigh-
bors. In fact, RVs can perform neighbor management sim-
ilar to cluster networks.

The challenges with this approach, however, are in
the ability to maintain communication with RVs and in
Please cite this article in press as: B. Jarupan, E. Ekici, A survey of cro
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reducing the incremental delay incured while searching
for RVs. Each network disconnection requires an expensive
handover process which involves scanning for correct fre-
quency to gain the RVs’ service. A special Vehicular Fast
Handover Scheme (VFHS) is proposed to allow Oncoming
Side Vehicles (OSVs) to provide channel and location infor-
mation of new RVs to disconnected vehicles (DV) as shown
in Fig. 3. An OSV is a vehicle traveling in opposite traffic
direction, and can accumulate the neighbors’ information
which is the connected vehicles (CV). The OSV inserts
RVs’ information into a Network Topology Message
(NTM), which is then broadcasted to disconnected vehi-
cles. The NTM message contains information from both
physical layer (i.e. vehicle position and channel frequency)
and MAC layer (i.e. neighbors information) of RVs. Upon
receiving a NTM, the disconnected vehicle adjusts the
channel frequency of its WiMAX adapter based on the se-
lected RV value. If the DV does not receive a NTM message,
it executes the standard search procedure to find new RVs.

By avoiding the expensive RV search procedure, the
handover latency can significantly be reduced. The com-
munication latency between OSVs and DV is very impor-
tant here. VFHS is an example of PHY-MAC protocol that
can help in reducing delay of handover process. Here the
channel frequency of disconnected vehicle can be changed
based on the information passing from the OSVs via NTM
message. The VFHS utilization, however, may not be sub-
stantial due to the prominent relation of OSVs and RVs.
The success of getting information from OSVs is mainly
based on number of vehicles of the road in different direc-
tion and RVs. Since VFHS is an application and hardware
specific, the success of using RVs is mainly dependent on
the penetration rate of WiMax technologies.

4.3. Transmission range adaptation

Vehicle mobility affects the node connectivity of VANETs.
In the sparse networks, this problem becomes much more
pronounced and can cause significant packet loss. To improve
the throughput in such scenarios, sender can carry the
packets until it finds the next relay node or the destination.
This mechanism is popularly known as store-and-forward
where it is suitable for delay tolerant applications. To be
able to serve real-time applications in sparse networks,
the transmission range extension is one of possible strat-
egy. However, increasing transmission range has many
other implications. For example, increased transmission
range may potentially increase the interference, which
can lead to packet drops. Thus it is beneficial to increase
the transmission range when vehicle density is low as
the increase in interference level would be small. Alterna-
tively, the transmission range can be reduced when vehicle
density is found to be very high. Therefore in this section,
the existing cross-layer design solutions are mainly based
on the information flow from the MAC layer to the PHY
layer. Here, MAC layer is responsible for collecting the
neighbor information to the PHY layer for transmission
power adjustment.

Rawat et al. proposed a joint adaptation between MAC
and physical layer that mainly focuses on adaptation of
transmission power and QoS message prioritization based
ss-layer design for VANETs, Ad Hoc Netw. (2011), doi:10.1016/
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on node density and contention window size [6]. Vehicles
estimate the node density by gathering the neighbors
information within the current transmission range. The
new transmission range is then derived by adopting a traf-
fic flow model [7] whose parameters include length of road
segment, estimated vehicle density, and traffic flow con-
stant. Here transmission power is a function of transmis-
sion range.

To support QoS applications, authors incorporated
802.11e standards for message prioritization. Here authors
proposed two distinct functionalities to adjust the priority
of the packets – transmission power level in physical layer
and MAC channel access parameters such as minimum
contention window (CWmin), maximum contention win-
dow (CWmax), and arbitration interframe space (AIFs).

By following the 802.11e standard, packets are classi-
fied into four levels of priority. The values for CWmin,
CWmax, and AIF parameters are set based on the urgency
level of the messages. In case of highest priority packets,
the CWs and AIFs are set to smallest values and accord-
ingly the transmission power is set to the maximum value.
For other priority messages, the CWs and AIFs are set based
on the priority levels and transmission power is set based
on the node density. In order to make the system more dy-
namic, contention window size can be adapted based on
collision rate in the channel and the number of back-offs.

Similarly, Caizzone et al. [8] proposed a mechanism that
adjusts the transmission power adaptively based on num-
ber of neighbors. First each vehicle starts with initial trans-
mission power. It incrementally increases the transmission
power as long as the number of neighbors is within a min-
imum threshold, or it reaches maximum transmission
power value. The transmission power is decreased when
the number of neighbors greater than maximum threshold.
Otherwise transmission power remains the same if the
number of neighbors is within minimum and maximum
threshold.

Instead of using additional exchange information to
determine number of neighbors, authors proposed channel
Please cite this article in press as: B. Jarupan, E. Ekici, A survey of cro
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observation mechanism based on time synchronous
TDMA/TDD medium access control. Vehicles monitor
channel by observing the power strength and activities at
each time slot. If the receiving power is lesser than a
threshold, the channel is considered to be idle and the time
slot status is classified as available state. If not, the channel
is busy where the packet may get successfully transmitted
or it may fail due to collision. Successfully transmitted slot
is classified as engaged state whereas unsuccessful trans-
mitted slot is classified as collided state. The slot that are
in engaged state is counted as number of neighbor and it
is used to determine transmission power. Although this
protocol has low communication overhead, it is not dy-
namic since the transmission adaptation is based on static
parameters such as maximum and minimum number of
neighbors thresholds.

The above approaches [6,8] are focus on the effort of
individual vehicle to adjust the transmission range based
on its own observation. Asymmetrical of the transmission
range, however, can cause significant effect to the system.
The vehicle that has higher transmission range than neigh-
bors can greedily consume the bandwidth and causing
unfairness to neighbors that has smaller transmission
range. This problem is more severe in case of emergency
event where the accident vehicle who has smaller trans-
mission rage than neighbors can not broadcast their mes-
sage. Distributed Fair Power Adjustment for Vehicular
networks (D-FPAV) [9] is aimed to provide the fairness on
transmission range adaptation among the neighbors.
Authors argued that adjusting transmission power should
not only aim to improve the connectivity but also aware
of channel conditions to provide fairness to the system.

The channel condition is mainly based on the load of the
channel. D-FPAV focuses on balancing the load of control
channel of 802.11 MAC protocol. The control channel sup-
ports two types of message: periodic-based and event-
based. The periodic-based message or beacons is broad-
casted periodically to convey information about the state
of the sending vehicle such as position and speed, and
ss-layer design for VANETs, Ad Hoc Netw. (2011), doi:10.1016/
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aggregated data regarding the state of its neighbors. The
event-based message is for emergency warning which re-
quires fast and reliable propagation to farther nodes. Since
event-based message is critical for VANETs, the available
bandwidth should be reserved to guarantee the delivery.
Authors proposed a mechanism that fairness called max–
min fairness algorithm.

Max–min fairness algorithm is used to estimate the
minimum the transmission range based on neighbors
information. To estimate the fair transmission range, bea-
con is used to exchange the transmission power informa-
tion. First a vehicle, i, broadcasts its the information at
maximum power. In the mean time, it listens to the chan-
nel and collects neighbors’ information. Based on neigh-
bors’ information, the vehicle i estimates the number of
neighbors and computes maximum common value Pi. Then
node i broadcasts its Pi value. Upon receiving computed
maximum power level of other nodes, node i records them
on the table. Using the neighbor table, node i evaluates the
final transmission power by taking the minimum possible
power level of all neighbors to guarantee the connectivity
without overuse of the channel. A second parameter that
is used control the transmission power is called MaxBeac-
oningLoad (MBL). Note that the maximum Pi of each node
should not violate the MBL threshold. Generally, a large
MBL allows more beacons message, where small MBL lim-
its number of beacons message. In this work, authors set
MBL to a fix value which is a half of available bandwidth.
Possible extension of the paper is to adaptively adjust
MBL to control the load of the beacon in the system.

The papers that discussed above tried to adjust the
transmission power based on omnidirectional antenna.
Chigan et al. introduced a solution that use multiple anten-
nas for point-to-point communication called a Relative-
Position-Based MAC Nucleus (RPB-MACn) [10]. Due to the
performance degradation in 802.11 multi-hop networks
is often result of packet collision and interference which
are mainly caused by the hidden terminal and exposed ter-
minal problems. Authors argued that to avoid such a prob-
lem, vehicles must have a knowledge of neighbors’
positions, and they should dynamicaly adjust the transmis-
sion power to illiminate interference.

Authors proposed the run-time static relative position
relation using eight statistically configured directional an-
tenna over a single channel. Each antenna is configured
to one relative position within tagged vehicle one-hop
vicinity. In the run-time, the relative position of the neigh-
bors is based on overhearing of communication. For in-
stance, a tagged vehicle hears a neighbor B from the right
antenna, it interprets the location of B as on the right. Such
a communication allows the tagged vehicle to communica-
tion with each neighbor simultaneously. In addition, it pro-
motes the spatial reuse capacity and collision-free
communication. Essentially, RPB-MACn can also be used
for collision-free multi-hop communication.

Since RPB-MACn depends on perfect channel separation
which is hard to accomplished in real situation, authors
proposed the channel assignment scheme which assigns
different wireless channel pairs to different antenna trans-
ceivers. Each directional antenna transmits and receives
messages over its own dedicated channels based on well-
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known channel allocation techniques such as CDMA or
OFDM. In addition, authors proposed solutions to deal with
other realistic situations such as non-standard surrounding
positions of neighbors where vehicles are overlapped in
the antenna vicinity as well as vehicles with different
size and orientations. In comparison to other protocols,
RPB-MACn solves the collision issue in multi-hop environ-
ment. However, the main challenges remains on the
implementation cost where vehicles are required to have
multiple antennas.
5. Cross-layer design of PHY-MAC-network layers

Due to high mobility of VANETs, the wireless link be-
tween two vehicles is short-lived. The channel quality
information from physical layer helps the sender in pre-
dicting the link connection time, subsequently the sender
can find a new receiver before the current link is discon-
nected. Thus cross-layer interaction between physical
layer and higher layers is desirable to maintain link con-
nectivity and improve system performance.

Sofra et al. proposed a cross-layer design that uses a
metric known as Link Residual Time (LRT) [11] that is com-
puted based on the received power that is observed at the
physical layer. The value of LRT can be used to estimate the
longevity of the link, and it denotes the remaining time for
which the link can be used for packet transmission. LRT
values can be used in higher layers to make better deci-
sions for hand-off, scheduling, and routing packets. Each
vehicle monitors and records the arrival time and the re-
ceived power level for each packet that is received on the
link. This time series of values is then used to estimate
the value of LRT.

The process of LRT estimation has three main steps: (i)
remove the noise from the data, and check if the link qual-
ity is deteriorating, (ii) estimating the model parameters
that are required to compute a value for LRT, and (iii)
renewing LRT estimate. The first step in the estimation
process is to remove the noise in the data that may arise
due to shadowing and multi-path fading. The denoising
process uses a signal processing method called Empirical
Mode Decomposition (EMD). Once the noise is removed,
the change in link quality is observed to see if it is deteri-
orating. The link quality deteriorates when the sender and
receiver vehicles move away from each other. On the other
hand, the link quality improves when the vehicles travel
towards each other. Link quality is observed via robust
regression method, a modified version of the simple
regression. Whenever a new packet is received, the mean
squared error between the observed received power and
the value estimated form the regression is computed. A
possible change in the link quality is detected by compar-
ing the error value with the error values computed in pre-
vious iterations. When the link quality is found to be
deteriorating, a new estimate for LRT is computed in sec-
ond and third steps. This process involves estimating
parameters related to distance between the sender and
the receiver and the received power values. This method
is shown to predict the residual life of wireless links well
ss-layer design for VANETs, Ad Hoc Netw. (2011), doi:10.1016/
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before the communication failure occurs, which is valuable
for higher layers to maintain path connectivity.

While Sofra et al. focused on individual nodes, Singh
et al. explored the use of link connectivity information
among neighbors to help in addressing the challenges in
designing routing protocols for VANET environments. They
proposed a cross-layer protocol called Signal Strength
Assessment Based Route Selection for OLSR (SBRS-OLSR)
[12]. In this framework, the link connectivity is based on
SNR measurement, and the routing protocol is based on
existing Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR).

In existing OLSR, a link-state table-driven method is
used to create a routing table between any source and des-
tination pair. Due to constant vehicular movement, routing
information in OLSR table can become stale over a period
of time. SBRS-OLSR therefore uses MultiPoint Relays (MPRs)
links to help maintain the routing information. MPRs links
consists of multiple MPR nodes. These links are for fast
broadcast topology information. In SBRS-OLSR protocol,
only MPR nodes are able to broadcast topology informa-
tion. While in existing OLSR protocol, all nodes broadcast
the update topology information.

To improve link connectivity, MPRs node is selected
based on highest SNR values among neighbors. The deter-
mined SNR values are passed during neighbor discovery
process. By capturing SNR information from the physical
layer, the network layer can provide a better route that im-
proves throughput and delay performance. Unlike cross-
layer solutions in Section 4, the cross-layer design of LRT
and SBR-OLSR are based on the information flow from
the physical layer to the network layer.
6. Cross-layer design of network-MAC layers

One of the foremost challenges in vehicular networks is
to design protocols that can handle the high mobility of
vehicles and constant changes in the underlying topology.
The routing protocols must deal with frequent changes in
the routing topology and maintain link stability between
vehicles. If the route is disconnected, a new route must
be discovered instantly. In order to effectively maintain
the route information in such dynamic networks, most
routing protocols rely on geographic information as op-
posed to address-based identification that is typically used
in MANETs. These techniques can be complemented with
cross-layer designs that exploit the relation between
MAC and network layers. For example, the routing function
can leverage the information shared by the MAC function
in predicting the life-time of various links, and subse-
quently adjust the routes, if necessary. We now present
various cross-layer approaches that make use of connec-
tions between MAC and network layers.
6.1. Route selection

In multi-hop wireless communication, the shortest path
or the minimum hop path is not guaranteed to be the min-
imum delay path between a given pair of source and des-
tination nodes. This is mainly due to the condition of the
links within the selected path. For instance in the areas
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that are dense with a lot of vehicles, the links are likely
to experience high contention delay thereby causing high
end-to-end delay. Therefore, effective routing functions
must consider the quality of entire path as well as the indi-
vidual link quality while routing the packets. However,
information on the quality of individual links is typically
known at the level of MAC layer. This information can be
passed onto the network layer to select better paths that
capture the current topological and communication con-
straints in the network.

6.1.1. Route selection through link prediction
Movement Prediction-based Routing (MOPR) [13] is an

example for one of the earliest approaches that propose a
movement prediction based routing protocol for V2V com-
munication in VANETs. It improves the routing process by
taking the vehicle movement information that is typically
available in MAC layer such as position, direction, speed,
and network topology into consideration. Based on such
vehicular information, MOPR predicts the future location
of intermediate relay nodes, which can subsequently be
used to estimate the life-time of point-to-point links. As
a result, MOPR is capable of dynamically select the most
stable routes containing stable nodes that are traveling in
the same direction or with the similar speed or on the
same road as of the destination/source nodes. To facilitate
the routing process, the vehicular information such as po-
sition and speed are explicitly maintained in the routing
table. Such position prediction techniques can further be
improved by making use of digital maps and navigation
systems.

Similar to MOPR, Chen et al. argues that the information
on intermediate nodes is critical to adjust the routes
dynamically. However, unlike MOPR, Chen et al. purposed
a multi-path routing protocol to reduce the frequency of
route rediscovery and hence to alleviate the overhead
incurred. They proposed a cross-layer Ad-hoc On-demand
Multipath Distance Vector (R-AOMDV) [14] protocol that is
based on AOMDV [15] protocol. This method makes use of
a routing metric that combines hop count and transmission
counts at MAC layer by taking quality of intermediate links
and delay reduction into consideration. This protocol has
been shown to deliver better performance than AOMDV,
especially in sparse and dense urban vehicular networks.

The route discovery process employed in R-AOMDV is
similar to that of AOMDV. It relies on two control packets:
route request (RREQ) and route reply (RREP). The interme-
diate first hop nodes in RREQ and RREP packets are used to
distinguish between multiple paths from source to desti-
nation. To measure quality of entire path, it adds two
additional fields to RREP packets – the maximum retrans-
mission count (MRC) that is measured in MAC layer and
the total hop count that is measured in network layer.
When RREP is passed back to the source, each intermediate
node compares its retransmission count with the MRC and
replaces it if its retransmission count value is greater than
the current MRC. Thus, when RREP packet arrives at the
source, the source can identify which path contains maxi-
mum MRC. As in AOMDV, a source node in R-AOMDV
initiates the route discovery process whenever it can not
find a path to the required destination in its route table.
ss-layer design for VANETs, Ad Hoc Netw. (2011), doi:10.1016/
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Although MOPR and R-AOMDV improve the routing
process by taking the link quality information into account,
their rely on IP-address based neighbor information. Such a
mechanism however is not suitable for VANETs and it is
likely to experience high packet delays and packet loss
since messages are forwarded to selected IP nodes only,
even if they had moved away from the point at which
the route was established. On the contrary, one must be
able to find new forwarding node on-demand if the node
selected by the route moves away. Such problems are more
predominant in urban networks with multiple paths be-
tween source and destination, diverse node density, multi-
ple intersections, and high packet congestion.

6.1.2. Route selection based on neighbor information and
route quality

To avoid these problems due to vehicle mobility, cross-
layer designs must be able to refrain the MAC function
from using IP-address based methods for selecting inter-
mediate relay nodes. Most existing routing protocols are
based on location-based routing where vehicles are as-
sumed to have knowledge of their positions via GPS.
Mostly, the forwarding decision is based on vehicles’ posi-
tions or distance between vehicles. Vehicles that are closer
to the destination are given higher chance to become the
next relay node. Such a strategy decreases the overhead in-
cured in route discovery, and it is able to deal with the
problems caused by node mobility. However, geographic
protocols that follow a greedy forwarding mechanism do
not have any knowledge of the path. A packet may get rou-
ted on a congested path that causes additional packet de-
lay, or it may ultimately get dropped. To be able to
transmit the packets along small delay paths, the sources
node should have high-level knowledge about the possible
delay that will be incured at various intermediate loca-
tions, and on various paths to the destination.

A recent delay-aware protocol called PROMPT [16] is a
cross-layer design that aims to provide quick adaptability
to frequent changes in the network topology, and also de-
lay awareness in data delivery. It is designed for V2I com-
munication in urban environments where packets are
Fig. 4. PROMPT
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relayed via geographic-based intermediate nodes as shown
in Fig. 4.

PROMPT adopts a position-based routing approach to
alleviate the problems resulting from high node mobility.
It is inexpensive as it does not rely on any explicit neighbor
maintenance strategies, which are common to deal with
node mobility. The roadside infrastructure known as base
station broadcasts periodic beacon messages. These bea-
cons are propagated outside the base station communica-
tion range via directional multi-hop broadcasting
protocol. During beacon propagation process, each node
collects route information into a path table. The route
information in beacons contains locations of previous for-
warding nodes and communication characteristics. A vehi-
cle communicates to base station using the minimum
delay path estimated from the path table.

Unlike IP-address based paths in MOPR and R-AOMDV,
source routes in PROMPT are physical paths on the road
network – they are expressed as a sequence of
(street,direction) pairs. While packets is forwarded back
to the base station, the MAC functions obtains such a
source route information from the packets. The next for-
warding node is chosen based on a receiver-based MAC
channel contention methodology. Upon receiving a for-
warding request from the transmitting vehicle, each relay
contender determines its privilege and sets the contention
time based on its privilege. The exact value of privilege can
be based on several factors – for example, distance and
direction of the relay nodes with respect to the selected
source path and the transmitter. The relay that is in the
same (street, direction) of the selected path and that is far-
thest from the transmitter has the highest privilege and
therefore has the smallest contention time to reply the for-
warding request. All other contenders drop their replies
upon hearing a reply from the highest privileged node.
Such a relay selection method can forward the packets to-
wards the destination efficiently without using IP address
or ID information of vehicles.

Furthermore, PROMPT does not require any explicit and
expensive neighbor management strategies. To improve
the bandwidth usage and to reduce contention time,
system.
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PROMPT uses a packet train technique where the transmit-
ter can bundle multiple packets to the same destination
into one packet train, and transmit it within a single con-
tention period. The overall cross-layer design philosophy
of PROMPT can be summarized as follows – local packet
traffic statistics collected in MAC layer are used in network
layer to route packets in a delay-aware manner; and min-
imum delay source route (street,direction) pairs found in
network layer are used by the MAC layer to determine
the next relay node in a manner that is not adversely af-
fected by vehicle mobility.

Similarly, Barghi et al. proposed a protocol that predicts
the life-time of communication links to select the most sta-
ble route between source and destination [17]. The objec-
tive of this paper is to overcome the overhead during
gateway discovery and routing selection. Gateways adver-
tise their service by broadcasting its location and service
area. Vehicles within its service area relay the message far-
ther into the extended transmission range of the gateway.
Unlike PROMPT that uses local statistics of each hop to
determine the best route, Barghi et al. uses stability met-
rics to predict the route life-time and selects the most sta-
ble path. Within each hop, the forwarding nodes includes
their stability metrics such as positions, speed, direction.
It also leverages smart broadcasting techniques like CBF
[18] to reduce the overhead due to broadcast storms.

6.2. Packet collision avoidance using segment-based or
cluster-based routing

The hidden terminal problem is the main performance
issue in multi-hop networks. Section 7 discussed more
about MAC interactions and performance degradation
due to self-interference of multi-hop networks. Many
existing routing protocols are awarded for these issues.
In the segment-based solution, the routing protocols takes
advantage of limited road structure to control hop by hop
transmission. The road are divided into segments where
each segment response for one-hop communication.
Example of such a segment-based framework is CVIA pro-
tocol [19]. In CVIA, Korkmaz et al. aimed to develop a
cross-layer protocol for highways that solves hidden termi-
nal problem and avoid packet collision. The packet can for-
ward through the relay nodes toward the gateway or base
station. Vehicles are equipped with GPS for position infor-
mation and time synchronization.

To avoid hidden terminal and interference problem,
each road segment communication is alternatively switch
between active and inactive phase. This phase sequence
is also synchronous between adjacent segments where
adjacent segments are in opposite phase. When the seg-
ments are in active communication phase, the vehicles lo-
cate inside the segments are allowed to communicate with
each other. Vehicles within the same segment are within a
single hop transmission, and they can exchange their loca-
tions information. Note that since adjacent segments have
opposite phase, the hidden terminal problem is avoid.

Based on the phase sequences, CVIA has three main
packet movement schemes for communication: intra-seg-
ment packet train movement phase, local packet gathering
(LPG) phase, and inter-segment packet train movement
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phase. To insist the packet movements between each
segment, two vehicles at the border of the segments
are selected as the temporary edge routers. In the
intra-segment packet train movement phase, packets are
delivered from one edge router to another edge router.
The flow of the packets are based on the direction of the
base station. In the local packet gathering (LPG) phase,
local packets of the each segments are delivered to the
edge router that is closer to the base station. Each vehicles
access channel randomly to avoid the collision. In the
inter-segment packet train movement phase, the edge
router sents the packets to another edge router that is
belong to next segment. Although the CVIA solves the
hidden terminal and interference effectively, the main
challenges are the temporary router selection process
and the segment-based synchronization.

Another solution to avoid hidden terminal problem is
the cluster-based forwarding. CCBF [20] is an example of
cross-layer protocols based on cluster-based forwarding.
Similar to CVIA, CCBF packet forwarding scheme has two
phases: inter-cluster forwarding and intra-cluster forward-
ing. First, CCBF selects the cluster head. During intra-
cluster forwarding, cluster head assigns the channels for
its neighbors. Each neighbors is allowed to transmit the
packets based on assigned channel to avoid hidden termi-
nal problem and packet lost due to collisions. The number
of slots for each vehicle in CCBF can be varied and priori-
tized. During intra-cluster forwarding, the packets are
transferred between the clusters.

Although the segment-based or cluster-based design
solves packet collision issue, the main drawback of such
protocols is the time synchronization among the clusters
and the overhead of cluster forming process. Such strate-
gies which divide the road into segments or organize vehi-
cles into clusters are more suitable for highways, and they
are not readily applicable for urban road structures.
Mainly, urban road structures are more complex which
contain multiple intersections and vehicles can have vari-
ous speeds and directions.

Bononi and Di Felice introduce Dynamic Backbone-
Assisted MAC (DBAMAC) scheme [21]. DBAMAC aims to solve
the latency and overhead problems in broadcasting emer-
gency message. In the paper, a back-bone member (BM)
selection is similar to cluster head selection which is based
on stability criteria such as speed, direction, and location.
The communication among BM’s is formed as a back-bone
links to reduce transmission and contention delay. These
links are mainly used to relay emergency messages. If the
back-bone link is broken, DBAMAC allows other vehicle
to dynamically join the connection and help relay the mes-
sage. Although DBAMAC is an application-specific protocol,
DBAMAC suffers from back-bone link forming similar to
CVIA [19] and CCBF [20] cluster forming.

6.3. QoS support – prioritization-based solutions

There exist a number of applications that have stringent
Quality of Service (QoS) requirements. For instance, it is
important for all safety applications to have fast and reli-
able message propagation to convey traffic-related warn-
ings to nearby vehicles as soon as possible. Similarly,
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multimedia applications require high bandwidth and
shorter transmission delay. IEEE 802.11e standard was
introduced to support packet prioritization so that services
with diverse QoS requirements can be differentiated.
According to this standard, the flow of different priority
classes have different back-off times and channel access
times. For instance, emergency messages in safety applica-
tions are transmitted with highest priority than other
packets so that they experience shortest channel access
time and smallest contention window compared to other
packets like periodic beacon messages. Cross-layer solu-
tions can be developed to exploit the priority classes from
802.11e at other layers for better treatment of QoS
requirements.

There are number of existing solutions that are based
on 802.11e standard. In [22], authors studied the QoS per-
formance in multi-hop vehicular networks using 802.11e.
They found that 802.11e protocol alone is not sufficient
to meet QoS requirements because it does not take the
key characteristics of VANETs like link quality, node mobil-
ity, and multi-hop interference into consideration. They
have proposed a triple-constraint QoS routing protocol
called Delay-Reliability-Hop (DeReHQ) that is an extension
of the popular AODV routing mechanism. DeReHQ protocol
considers the following QoS measures – link reliability,
end-to-end delay, and hop count.

In DeReHQ, the optimal policy for the path selection is
computed based on the above three QoS parameters.
Authors argued that the quality of the path is more impor-
tant than the shortest path. Thus, the link reliability should
have higher priority than link delay and hop count in path
selection process. These parameters are estimated based
on the vehicular traffic theory which includes traffic den-
sity, vehicle speed, and distance between source and desti-
nation. In addition to path selection policy, authors
suggested that priority issues of different class of applica-
tion should also be implemented in routing algorithm by
taking into account of the cross-layer interaction. Although
DeReHQ does not offer the service differentiation, the
enhancement of 802.11e can be implemented in the future
work.

It is well-known that broadcast messages can easily sat-
urate a system’s performance as they consume a lot of net-
work bandwidth. Eichler et al. [23] suggested that one can
carefully design cross-layer strategies so that broadcast
messages can be routed only to the interested drivers.
For instance, traffic warnings in the city are not important
to those drivers who are driving on the highway, or the
ones that are moving away from the city. In this paper,
authors proposed two strategies to emphasis the benefit
values of the message. First, sender nodes quantify the
benefit that their respective data packets provide to poten-
tial recipients within their neighborhood. Second, broad-
cast messages are prioritized according to the resulting
benefit values so that the global benefit received by all
the vehicles participating in the network is maximized.

To implement such a benefit-oriented approach,
authors have proposed a cross-layer protocol that allows
most beneficial message to get transmitted first. The appli-
cation layer evaluates the benefit value for each packet be-
fore it gets to the MAC layer. The computer benefit value is
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included in the packet header. The benefit-based extension
(BBE) is implemented in the link layer to modify the packet
queueing process to account for the benefit values. The
highest benefit packets are placed at the head of queue
so that they spend less amount of time in the system.
Existing 802.11e protocol is modified to allow highest ben-
efit packet to have higher priority during the channel ac-
cess. Here, the contention window (CWmin, CWmax),
channel access timers (AIFS), persistence factor of packets
are set based on their benefit levels. Persistence factor pro-
vides packets with a higher chance to win contention pro-
cesses and to access the medium quicker.

The benefit calculations are based on three compo-
nents: message context, vehicle context, and information
context. The message context is characterized by the age
of the message. The vehicle context is described by vehicle
direction, distance to the last forwarder, number of reach-
able neighbors, vehicle speed, etc. The information context
is based on time of the day, the purpose of traveling, infor-
mation category, etc. With these three contexts, the benefit
values of messages are derived with the assigned weight
based on the class of the messages. For instance, a collision
warning has higher weight for the message age parameter
than other contexts.

In [22] and [23], the real-time traffic that requires higher
priority channel access is supported by 802.11e-like MAC
protocol. Korkmaz et al. studied the QoS support based on
CVIA [19] forwarding protocol which is called Controlled
Vehicular Internet Access protocol with QoS support
(CVIA–QoS) [24]. CVIA–QoS aims to provide delay bounded
throughput guarantees for soft real-time traffic in multi-
hop VANETs. Authors found that 802.11e MAC protocol does
not efficiently support the service guarantees to the best-ef-
fort traffic due to its randomness in channel access timing
assignment. They proposed additional admission control
and communication scheduling mechanisms during the
contention period to provide efficient services for packet
prioritization. The contention period is classified into two
phases: high priority period and low priority period. A
real-time packet that has high priority accesses the channel
during the high priority period. In this period, the packets go
through register process. Then the packets are scheduled
during the transmission period to avoid packet collision.
In contrast, packets in low priority period access the channel
randomly using the traditional 802.11 protocol. This mech-
anism, as a result, can provide guarantees on the delay for
time-critical real-time traffic.

6.4. Multi-hop broadcasting

The most important class of applications in the context
of vehicular networks is safety-related applications, in
which emergency messages that are broadcasted to sur-
rounding vehicles must experience minimum possible de-
lay and high reliability. Traditional techniques like flooding
seriously suffer from broadcast storm problem where a
large amount of bandwidth is consumed by excess number
of retransmissions. When the vehicle density is high, such
techniques lead to a large number of collisions and high
channel contention overhead. Cross-layer protocols have
been designed to alleviate this overhead by jointly
ss-layer design for VANETs, Ad Hoc Netw. (2011), doi:10.1016/
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optimizing the packet forwarding mechanism from net-
work layer and the contention scheme in MAC layer.

Korkmaz et al. developed an urban multi-hop broadcast
protocol for inter-vehicle communication systems [25].
UMB is designed to reduce the effects of problems related
to broadcast storm, hidden terminals, and reliability prob-
lems in multi-hop broadcasting. The UMB protocol has two
phases: directional broadcast and intersection broadcast.
In the directional broadcast, the furthest vehicle from the
transmitter is selected to rebroadcast the packet. It deter-
mines the farthest nodes by employing a distance-based
contention approach without any knowledge about node
IDs or positions of neighboring nodes.

This UMB protocol uses a 802.11-based RTS/CTS hand-
shake to avoid hidden terminal problem by dividing the
road into several segments. When the channel is available,
the source vehicle sends a request-to-broadcast (RTB) pack-
et. Once the nodes in the direction of the dissemination re-
ceive this RTB, they compute their distance to the source
node. Based on this distance, they send a black-burst (chan-
nel jamming signal) so that the farthest node has the lon-
gest burst. As the nodes finish their black-burst, they
listen to the channel. If a node finds that the channel to
be empty, it implies that its black-burst was the longest,
and subsequently it replies a clear-to-broadcast (CTB) pack-
et. If there are multiple nodes that respond with a CTB, they
collide and the source node retransmits the RTB packet. In
this next contention period, only the receivers who had
sent the CTB in the previous round are allowed to send
the black-burst signal. To avoid further collisions, especially
since the relay vehicles are located within same distance,
the nodes select a random black-burst size.

On the other hand, for broadcasting packets around the
intersections, Korkmaz et al. proposed to install the repeat-
ers that can forward the packet to all road segments
around the intersection. When a node reaches the intersec-
tion within the repeater communication range, it sends the
packet to the repeater using the point-to-point IEEE 802.11
protocol. The repeater then forwards the packet to all other
directions except in the direction in which the packet has
been received. To optimize the channel utilization around
the repeater nodes, vehicles around that intersection that
overhears the packet can rebroadcast it directly without
waiting for the repeater to retransmit. This protocol is later
extended to AMB [26] in order to handle intersection sce-
narios more efficiently without repeaters. Unlike in UMB,
AMB protocol makes the vehicles to disseminate the pack-
ets into different directions when passing by the
intersections.

Nasri et al. proposed a cross-layer scheme for broad-
casting at intersections in VANETs [27]. Authors argue that
about 30% accidents happen in the intersection area. Thus
a reliable broadcasting mechanism is very important. The
key problem around an intersection is that the overlapped
transmission range from one direction can block the mes-
sage propagation in some other directions. To avoid flood-
ing problem, the number of rebroadcast can be reduced
based on the location of the receivers. Once vehicles re-
ceive the broadcast message, they compute the defer time
based on the distance of sender and receiver before re-
broadcast the message. Upon overhearing the same broad-
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cast message, the receivers cancel the rebroadcast process.
However, it is necessary that vehicles at the intersection
should rebroadcast the message to different directions.
To guarantee reliability in such scenarios, authors pro-
posed a method that classifies vehicles based on their rel-
ative location and angle to the last forwarding node. To
provide fast broadcasting, the routing function is merged
with MAC function. The messages from network layer is di-
rectly sent to physical layer.

7. Cross-layer design for transport-MAC layers

The cross-layer design between transport and MAC lay-
ers helps in distinguishing between route interruption and
channel congestion. The link disconnection problems that
occur at the level of individual hops must be dealt at
MAC layer. MAC protocols such as 802.11 handle link dis-
connection via packet retransmissions. If the sender does
not receive the acknowledgements within a fixed number
of retransmissions then the packet is dropped. In multi-
hop vehicular networks, the issue of link disconnection is
likely to be severe since the underlying network topology
changes dynamically, thereby resulting in frequent packet
retransmissions.

In multi-hop VANETs, the sequence of relay nodes be-
tween the source and destination nodes can be treated as
a chain. Different links in such a chain experience different
levels of interference. In [28], Majeed et al. studied the im-
pact of these different MAC-level interference on the per-
formance of TCP in multi-hop networks. Through an
extensive simulation, they rank ordered chains with differ-
ent MAC interactions based on the position of senders and
receivers. For instance, sender-connected interaction, also
known as exposed node terminal problem, occurs when
two senders interfere each other transmissions. Authors
found that sender-connected chains provide best perfor-
mance in term of throughput and retransmission overhead.
The difference in levels of interference among these chains
contribute up to 25% difference in system throughput.
Generally, the multi-hop chain requires high number of
retransmissions. This retransmission wastes the band-
width usage and potentially increase the delay and de-
grades throughput of the system.

The findings of MAC interactions and TCP connections
in multi-hop communication are further investigated by
Hamadani et al. [29]. They classified the problem into
two TCP flow instabilities – intra-flow and inter-flow insta-
bility. The intra-flow instability is caused by the nodes
within the same TCP connection whereas the inter-flow
instability is caused by the nodes from multiple different
TCP connections. They performed a detailed analysis of in-
tra-flow instability where successive transmissions from a
single TCP flow interfere with each other at the level of link
layer. Such self-interference results from contention
among a variety of packets – among different TCP data
packets; between TCP data packets and MAC control pack-
ets; and among MAC control packets. Self interference evi-
dently reduces the channel bandwidth utilization and
causes network overload. Many packets get dropped, espe-
cially at intermediate nodes. As a result, TCP responds with
fast retransmissions by reducing the congestion window
ss-layer design for VANETs, Ad Hoc Netw. (2011), doi:10.1016/
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size. Also, the packet generation rate at the sender is also
reduced. These methods essentially control the number
of packets in the system, and they help in addressing the
problem of TCP intra-flow instability.

Hamadani et al. [29] have also explored the use of
cross-layer design to dynamically adjust the traffic load
such that the system throughput is maximized and the
end-to-end delay is minimized. They have proposed TCP
ConTention Control (TCTC) that adjusts the amount of data
in the system based on the level of contention and
throughput experienced by packets in each flow as shown
in Fig. 5. To estimate the end-to-end contention delay,
TCTC makes each packet record the amount of time spent
in contending for the channel in MAC layer. This per-hop
contention delay is cumulatively maintained in the pack-
ets. At the end of packet transmission, TCP receiver can
estimate the average per-hop contention delay by dividing
cumulative delay obtained from the packet by the total
number of hops. TCP receiver also estimates the achieved
throughput of the flow for each transmission. The esti-
mated quantities are used to compute the optimum
amount of traffic to achieve the maximum throughput,
and lowest contention delay for each connection. Such
computations are done by collecting the information from
packets received over a fixed observation interval. The
computed flow information is then sent back to the sender
so that it can adjust the amount of traffic rate for each flow.
It is also important to carefully select the duration of
observation interval. If the interval is too long then the re-
sponse from TCTC will be too slow to adjust to the conten-
tion level in the network. On the other hand, if the interval
is too small then TCTC may become too sensitive, there by
resulting in system load fluctuation. In general, the adjust-
ment of transmission rate at TCP layer may not directly
solve the channel contention problem at MAC layer. How-
ever, transmission rate adaptation does help in reducing
the number of packet drops at MAC layer.

8. Cross-layer design for transport-network layers

There exist several cross-layer protocols that operate be-
tween the transport layer and lower layers. Most of these
protocols are aimed at supporting real-time and multimedia
applications that require a reliable end-to-end connectivity
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with critical QoS requirements. Cross-layer protocols are
developed to assist in dealing with issues that emerge in
vehicular networks. In this section, we first review the func-
tionality of transport layer protocols, and discuss challenges
that these protocols must address in the context of vehicular
networks. We then explore existing cross-layer solutions
between transport and routing functions.

In a traditional layered design, the transport layer is
responsible for delivering data between application layers
of host computers. Transport Control Protocol (TCP) is a
well-known transport layer protocols that provides end-
to-end reliable communication among systems. TCP in-
cludes several mechanisms like flow rate control, error
recovery, and congestion avoidance. In traditional wired
networks, the transmission errors or packet losses are as-
sumed to be a result of network channel congestion since
the problems due to route disconnection and channel er-
rors are minimal. In such scenarios, the TCP sender often
reduces the sending rate, and it may also adjust the con-
gestion window size to decrease the system load. Another
related and popular transport layer protocol is the User
Datagram Protocol (UDP) that does not provide any explicit
mechanism for delivery assurance. For safety-related and
Internet access applications in VANETs, the reliable TCP
protocol is more suitable than UDP protocol. We confine
our discussion to TCP-based approaches.

Existing TCP-based protocols are primarily developed
for wired networks where the network conditions are
transparent to the transport layer. However in wireless
networks, the quality of shared channel is highly dynamic,
and it changes with time and system load. Packets may get
dropped due to channel contention or high-level of inter-
ference. The effect of these factors is prominent in vehicu-
lar networks where the high mobility of vehicles cause
frequent path disconnection. Thus in wireless networks,
it is important for transport layer protocols to have some
knowledge about the channel condition so that they can
operate adaptively according to observed situation. Simply
reducing the transmission rate when a packet transmission
fails can lead to suboptimal performance, especially in crit-
ical safety applications. In addition, it can result in reduced
connection throughput, under-utilized bandwidth, and
fluctuations in performance.

Cross-layer protocols can be developed so that the
transport layer can distinguish between errors due to net-
work congestion and path disconnection. In multi-hop net-
works, packets may get dropped at intermediate relay
nodes triggering the expensive route recovery process,
and thereby affects the system performance significantly.
Holland and Vaidya investigated the effect of mobility on
TCP performance over multi-hop networks [30]. First,
authors showed that TCP throughput drops significantly
when node movement causes link breakage. They showed
that traditional protocols such as DSR must not only pro-
vide an optimal route but they must also be able to recog-
nize the disconnected route and quickly purge stale routes.
Failure to remove the stale route results in repeated rout-
ing failures and poor performance.

The vehicular mobility can also cause significant trans-
mission delays when TCP can not recognize the difference
between a link failure and network congestion. To deal
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with this problem, packet congestion information due to
the link failure should be notified to the sender. In the pa-
per, authors proposed the use of Explicit Link Failure Noti-
fication (ELFN) to notify the sender in case of the link and
route failure. The sender uses this information to avoid
responding to the link failure as if congestion has occurred,
and thereby it avoids corrective actions such as reduction
in the size of congestion window. Whenever the destina-
tion is not reachable, there are two ways in which the ELFN
notification can be passed to the sender – directly send an
ICMP destination unreachable message to the sender; or
use the route failure mechanism available in routing proto-
cols such as DSR where ELFN notification can be piggy-
backed with the route failure messages. Once the sender
receives a route failure message, it can disable congestion
control mechanism, and continue to find a new route.
However, this work is limited to DSR routing protocol.

Liu and Singh studied the effect of route disconnection
and network partition problems that are caused by node
mobility on the performance of TCP. They have proposed
Ad-hoc TCP ATCP [31], an end-to-end solution to improve
the throughput of TCP. This is a cross-layer mechanism that
deals with a variety of routing issues such as packet loss due
to high BER, changes in the route, network partitions, packet
reordering, multi-path routing, and network congestion.

ATCP allows the network layer to obtain feedback from
the intermediate nodes about the route status. During its
normal operation, ATCP sender transmits the packets and
stays in the ‘‘normal’’ state. When packets are lost due to
the high bit-errors, ATCP sender moves to a state of
‘‘retransmission’’. In this state, the lost packets are retrans-
mitted without adjusting the contention window. There-
fore, bit-error events does not effect the overall system
throughput. However when the route is disconnected due
to node mobility, ATCP sender moves to a state called ‘‘per-
sist state’’. In this state, the sender waits for a new route to
be discovered before sending any other packets. Since the
new route may have different congestion level, the size
of contention window is reset as soon as a new route is dis-
covered. When the network is truly congested, ATCP sen-
der moves to the state of ‘‘congestion control’’, and
contention window size is adjusted accordingly. Unlike
the solution proposed by Holland and Vaidya [30], ATCP
uses Explicit Congestion Notifications (ECN) to notify the
sender node about network congestion, and ICMP mes-
sages to notify the events where the receiver node is
unreachable. The sender moves either to ‘‘congestion con-
trol’’ state or ‘‘persist state’’ depending on whether an ECN
or an ICMP message is received.

Vehicular Transport Protocol (VTP) [32] is another cross-
layer design that exploits the relation between transport
and routing function by making use of feedback information
to identify the packet loss. Instead of using topology-based
routing protocols, VTP relies on position-based routing
schemes such as PBR [33] in which packets are forwarded
based on a highway mobility model. In each transmission,
the next reachable forwarder is selected based on its dis-
tance and position with respect to the sender vehicle.

To deal with frequent route disconnections, VTP main-
tains in two states – connected or disrupted. As long as
ACK packets are received for each packet transmission,
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VTP remains in the ‘‘connected’’ state. When an ACK is
not received, the sender calculates the expected duration
for connectivity using the distance between source and re-
ceiver, and statistical information that is observed during
previous packet transmissions. If the expected duration is
lower than a threshold, the state of VTP is changed to dis-
rupted. To acquire the state status, the VTP sender uses the
per-packet feedback along intermediate nodes to deter-
mine data rate of the path during the connected state. In
the disrupted state, the sender periodically probes to check
if the path has been restored. Whenever an ACK is received,
the status is moved from ‘‘disrupted’’ to ‘‘connected’’.

To further provide congestion control mechanisms, VTP
makes use of information collected from intermediate
nodes. Each intermediate node computes the minimum
bandwidth that is locally available, and it feeds this infor-
mation back to the sender by piggybacking the ACKs. Sen-
der uses this information to calculate the product of
bandwidth and packet delay. Such a packet-based band-
width distribution provides fairness among the contending
flows without additional maintenance of flow information.

Reliable packet transmission of TCP is of great impor-
tance in file sharing and content distribution applications.
Chen et al. studied the impact of critical system parameters
such as hello message exchange rate and delay timer in
TCP for out-of-order delivery on the performance of both
UDP and TCP [34]. They highlighted that robust routing
protocols must be designed to address the problems of
TCP while handling the route breakage in VANETs. They
studied the joint optimization of TCP and Geo-routing
(e.g., GPSR [35]) parameters to efficiently handle issues
due to vehicle mobility. They then proposed an adaptive
scheme where the duration of interval between consecu-
tive HELLO messages is determined based on vehicle
speeds. The out-of-order problem in TCP can be fixed by
using a receiver-side out-of-order detection methodology
that delays the transmission of ACK messages.

In conclusion, the ability to detect packet loss due to
route disconnection, channel errors and flow congestion
is of significant challenge TCP senders in wireless net-
works. Most existing transport and routing cross-layer pro-
tocols aimed to assist transport protocol to classify
between route disconnection and route congestion prob-
lems. To do so, they implemented feedback notification
message either by explicitly sending message such as ICMP
or by implicitly piggybacking the information. The source
node can take an appropriate action upon the receipt of
the notification. If there is a route disruption, the source
can wait until either a new route is discovered or until a
next forwarding node is found. In case of true network con-
gestion, the source can reduce the transmission rate to re-
duce the load in the system.

9. Cross-layer design for transport-network-MAC layers

The packet flow rate control is one of most important
and challenging issue in transport layers designed for
Internet-based communication. Several cross-layer designs
that jointly optimize the transport, routing, and MAC func-
tions to efficiently handle the issues pertaining to vehicular
networks. Zhou et al. [36] jointly formulated a cross-layer
ss-layer design for VANETs, Ad Hoc Netw. (2011), doi:10.1016/
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design for cooperative VANETs where every node acts as a
partner for other nodes to carry out multi-hop communi-
cation. The main strategy in this design is to decompose
the problem into two sub problems – a flow control prob-
lem that determines the total rate at which the source
node must send the packets; and a division problem that
describes how to split the total rate among a set of least
congested paths according to the link persistence probabil-
ity that is observed in MAC layer. They have proposed two
solutions: Opportunistic Cooperation MAC (OC-MAC) proto-
col and Joint Optimal Control (JOC) algorithm.

OC-MAC chooses the route locally in which each inter-
mediate destination node decides whether or not to relay
the packet any further. The JOC algorithm, on the other
hand, jointly optimizes different layers. JOC consists of
three main functions: link capacity detection at MAC layer,
flow control at transport layer, and the routing design at
the network layer. The objective is to maximize the path
utility function by adjusting the flow rate at the transport
layer. Each link adjusts its persistence probability (i.e.,
the probability to transmit the data) based on the flow
rates for all paths in which that link is involved. Updated
probabilities are transmitted to all source nodes pertaining
to the current link. Each source vehicle then computes the
best possible flow rate for all its paths based on the re-
ceived probability information. Routing component is then
responsible for sending the amount of data for destination
according to the rate that is computed for that path. This
sequence of steps is repeated until the system is con-
verged. Such a joint optimization strategy is shown, via a
simulation study, to provide better performance than tra-
ditional alternatives.

Instead of system optimization, Drigo et al. focused on
an application-oriented protocol [37]. They worked on dis-
tributed cross-layer transmission rate control algorithm
tailored for applications that require safety messages.
Authors proposed a method called Distributed Rate Control
for VANETs (DRCV) which helps in delivering packets with
high reliability and with low latency. DRCV employs a
cross-layer design that leverages interactions between
transport layer and lower layers. The lower layer monitors
the channel and acquires information such as the number
of neighbors, channel busy time, and the number of re-
ceived periodic messages such as beacons.

The channel monitoring is performed in a distributed
fashion where each node monitors the channel locally
and estimates the packet load for the next interval based
on the information observed in the previous time interval.
Based on the acquired information, DRCV controls the
sending rate and sends it to the transport layer which is
responsible for generating and adjusting the rate of peri-
odic messages. The sending rate control mechanism con-
sists of two main steps. First, each node dynamically set
the aggregate target channel load of periodic messages
generated by itself and by all its neighbors. Second, each
node controls its sending rate of periodic messages in order
to reach the aggregate target channel load. In the case of
normal operation, the channel capacity of periodic mes-
sage is set to a value that is between maximum and mini-
mum threshold. Upon detecting of emergency message,
the channel capacity of periodic messages is set to mini-
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mum threshold. This helps in reducing the transmission
rate for periodic messages, and thereby giving priority to
emergency messages. Although DRCV can provide efficient
service to emergency messages, the approach is limited to
single hop networks.

Unlike other contention control TCP, Chen et al. studies
the dynamics of TCP with respect to transmission power in
vehicular networks [38]. In particular, they studies the ef-
fect of tuning transmission power in various traffic density
and road scenarios on the TCP throughput and latency.
They found that the throughput decreases and number of
hops increases as vehicle traffic density is decreased. Thus
increasing the transmission power reduces number of hops
resulting in improved throughput. However higher trans-
mission power results in increasing the interference level
to source neighbors and causing higher packet collision
rate. Similar effects also occur for end-to-end delay perfor-
mance. The throughput results, however, are different
around the base station area. The throughput around base
station area is increased when transmission range is de-
creased due to high contention. The authors showed that
dynamically tuning transmission power based on vehicle
positions could be used to maximize throughput and de-
crease global system collisions. Similar study in the con-
text of UDP has been conducted by Khorashadi et al. [39].

10. Transport layer for wired-wireless networks

Transport layer for the wired-wireless networks such as
vehicle to infrastructure (V2I) requires the interconnection
between a fast fixed network and a slow mobile network.
During the data transfer in wireless communication, vehi-
cles can suffer from high packet loss rates due to high vehi-
cle mobility, service disconnection, and lossy channel. Thus
the cross-layer design solution is necessary to improve the
system performance. In [40], authors introduced Carbernet
which is a V2I protocol that delivers the data from vehicle
to fixed Internet access points. Cabernet incorporates three
techniques to mitigate the short connection and error-
prone channel problems. First, to reduce connection time,
it introduces QuickWiFi that combines connection pro-
cesses of all layers in to a single process. Second, it avoids
confusion between the lost of packets due to lossy link
with packet congestion by developing Cabernet Transport
Protocol (CTP). CTP uses a lightweight probing scheme to
determine the loss rate from Internet hosts to an AP. Third,
authors studied bit-rate selection mechanism and con-
cluded that the static transmission rate at 11 Mbits/s gives
optimal performance.

In Carbernet, QuickWiFi incorporates channel scanning
for AP selection and connection into a single state machine
running in one process. It also implements the connection
loss detection by monitoring the ongoing transmission. If
no transmission including beacon from AP within 500
ms., vehicle concludes that it moves away from the AP
transmission range. The scanning process is resumed and
running applications are notified. To further improve con-
nection time, authors implemented an optimized scanning
strategy and AP selection.

To hide intermittent connectivity and change of IP ad-
dress, CTP uses a proxy to mediate between Internet hosts
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(server) and vehicle. Mainly the difference between normal
TCP and CTP is that CTP session does not break when the IP
address changes or path is disconnected. CTP end hosts
maintain unique network-independent identifiers that al-
lows CTP sessions to migrate seamlessly across APs and
changing IP addresses. CTP exposes a reliable socket API
to the application which provides notification feedback
when connection appears or reappears. This feedback al-
lows the node to continue transmission without an elabo-
rate connection determination technique.

Bechler et al. introduced MCTP [41] a proxy based com-
munication architecture for Internet access. Unlike Carber-
net, MCTP allows multi-hop communication to increase
the base station service area. Similar to ATCP, MCTP is lo-
cated between TCP and network layers. The basic principle
of MCTP is that it observes the feedback obtained from
intermediate relay nodes about the IP packet flow between
sender and receiver. It uses this feedback to improve the
performance of TCP. ECN notification is used to indicate
congestions detected by intermediate systems. The parti-
tion of the network is indicated by ICMP destination
unreachable messages. This information is relevant for lo-
cal communication between vehicles and vehicle to proxy.
The communication between proxy and Internet server is
based on standard TCP. Thus the difference between con-
gestion and disconnection in wireless system is transpar-
ent to Internet host.
11. Open research problems

While several research and engineering efforts are
made towards effective cross-layer solutions, there are
several avenues that need more attention. We now de-
scribe some of those open research problems in the context
of cross-layer protocols for VANETs.

� Striking the balance between modularity and cross-layer
design: The main advantage of traditional layered proto-
col design is its ability to provide modularity and trans-
parency, the implementation of protocols in individual
layers can be changed and evolved in more or less inde-
pendent manner. Cross-layer designs blur the gap
between layers in order to facilitate fine-grain informa-
tion exchange and to efficiently support wireless ser-
vices. However, such a tighter integration may
potentially defeat the benefits of modularity and may
result in a fragile system. In the context of vehicular
networks, effective message distribution via multi-hop
communication often requires cooperation among the
vehicles. Facilitating this cooperation among vehicles
require information exchange across different protocol
layers on each individual vehicle. Therefore, striking
the balance between modularity and cross-layer design
is even more important for vehicular networks. It may
require application-specific solutions that are carefully
designed by understanding the exact requirements
and the nature of cross-layer design for vehicular net-
works in hand.
� System stability: Cross-layer design introduce interac-

tions between layers that are not seen in traditional lay-
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ered methods. Therefore, improper designs may result
in unintended functional dependencies and they may
lead the system into a state of instability [42]. The sys-
tem stability is an important measure in VANETs due to
the large-scale nature of the network with multiple
source and destination pairs. In addition, the distribu-
tion of the vehicles in the network is often non-uniform,
different road segments have sparse traffic and some
other sections may have very dense vehicle traffic.
Therefore, how messages are handled based on cross-
layer interaction and how cross-layer implementation
helps in improving such system performances must be
carefully analyzed in VANETs.
� Realistic physical layer and mobility modeling: As evident

from existing research described in earlier sections,
many cross-layer designs, in one way or the other,
aim to deal with the connectivity issues encountered
in vehicular networks. In order to identify unintended
interactions resulting from a cross-layer design, one
must perform a thorough analysis of the design by con-
sidering several possible systematic and physical sce-
narios. Such an analysis demand strong theoretical
models that capture realistic communication character-
istics in the physical layer. Equally important are the
mobility models that represent the movement of
mobile nodes where their location, velocity, and accel-
eration change over time. Since the vehicle movement
in VANETs is restricted to road segments, mobility mod-
els that incorporate road network topological con-
straints are very important in analyzing the
performance of cross-layer designs.
� Standardization of cross-layer designs: Standardization of

protocol design is required to facilitate compatibility,
interoperability, and to be independent of single solu-
tions. Existing communication standards such as IPv6
or WI–FI are not directly suitable for vehicular net-
works. This is because the underlying highly dynamic
topological changes are unique and they severely affect
the performance when we simply rely on existing pro-
tocol standards. However, cross-layer designs presented
thus far are mainly application-specific, and they lack
generality. As Kawadia and Kumar [42] pointed out,
lack of standardized solutions leads several drawbacks,
including the reduced performance. It is still unclear as
to when and where different cross-layer approaches are
beneficial in VANETs. While it is a significant challenge
to standardize cross-layer designs, it can help in deeper
understanding of potential issues, and in quick and effi-
cient way to develop new protocols that target joint
optimization of multiple layers in the stack.
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